Simultaneous observations of the auroral radiowaves backscattering at 46 and 84 MHz were taken at the Soviet Union antarctic station, Molodezhnaya. The height of the backscattering layer at 46MHz is only weakly dependent on (or almost independent of) azimuth but at 84MHz it may greatly vary with azimuth. The height of the layer at 84MHz in the direction of geomagnetic meridian is greater than at 46MHz. In the direction roughly coincident with the curve of corrected geomagnetic latitude it is lower than at 46MHz.
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It was observed that the signal strength was, not infrequently, a minimum in the direction of geomagnetic meridian, and that this minimum was observed at 84MHz more often (or was more deep) than at 46MHz. The angle between the auroral electrojet and the azimuth of the minimum at 84MHz proved most often to be more than 90 for the eastern electrojet and less than 90 for western one, by roughly the same value-10.
If it is taken into account that in the direction of geomagnetic meridian the auroral backscattering at 84MHz was observed, as a rule, at altitudes above 105-110km, then there is practically no distinction in angle between electrojet and the azimuth of the minimum for different directions of the auroral electrojet. Indeed, above 105-110km the contribution of Pedersen conductivity must have a pronounced effect. This can cause a noticeable change of the electric current direction with respect to the electric field, that, in turn, decreases the angle between the current direction and the azimuth of the minimum in the scattering region (up to 90) for the eastern electrojet and increases the angle for the western electrojet in the southern hemisphere.
The results of the simultaneous measurements of the vertical thickness and heights of the backscattering regions at frequencies of 46 and 84 MHz and the data of the backscattering cross-sections at the same frequencies allow us to conclude that the shape of the spatial spectra of the auroral irregularities depends on both the height and the azimuth (the direction with respect to the ionospheric current). There is a maximum over the wavelength range 1.5 to 3.5m at right angles to Earth's magnetic field which shifts as the height is varied either to shorter wavelengths or to longer ones according to direction with respect to the electric current direction. At times locally available spatial spectra expand and their shapes depend on the height to a lesser degree. In these cases the height ranges at frequencies of 46 and 84MHz coincide in full or in part.
Both the change in height of the backscattering region at frequency of 84MHz with azimuth, and the azimuthal dependence of the backscattering cross-section indicate conclusively that the spatial spectra of the auroral irregularities do not exhibit axial simmetry about the Earth's magnetic field. It is likely that the observed maximum in the spatial spectra of the auroral irregularities corresponds to the wavelengths with most rapid growth.
